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SYSTEM OF LAYERS OF AN ORDERED SET 
LADISLAV SKULA, Brno 
(Received March 20, 1967) 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper there is studied the system Ш{С) of all subsets N of an ordered set G 
fulfilling the axioms: (I ?l) for x, y e N, x ф y there does not exist z e G, z ^ x, 
z ^ y; (II Ш) N is maximal with respect to the property described in (/ 91). A set N 
with these properties is called a layer of the ordered set G. 
We defined the ordering ^ on the system ЩС) as follows: For iV ,̂ ДГз G 91(G) 
we have N^ ^ N2 if and only if to any element П2 e N2 there exists at least one 
element n^ e N^ such that n^ ^ «2- A particular case of the system ЩG) is the ordered 
system of all decompositions on some set which can be identified with the ordered 
system of all equivalences on the same set. In [3] 2.7, it is shown that the ordered set 
X ( ö ) (^(ô)) of classes of compactifications (relative compact locations) of a non-
compact space g, is a particular case of a system ЩG), too. 
In the first section there are introduced the basic algebraic concepts and the nota­
tion which will be used in the following. In Section 2, there are studied the properties 
of a system 9l[G) ordered by means of the relation ^ for an arbitrary ordered set G. 
In Section 3, there are studied these properties under a supposition that the set G' = 
= (o) @ G is an upper, or lower semilattice. Here 0 denotes a symbol different from 
the elements of the set G and © denotes Birkhoff ordinal sum. The Section 4 is 
devoted to the study of properties of an ordered system ^G) under the assumption 
that G' is a distributive lattice. In 4.7, there are introduced sufficient and necessary 
conditions for 9t{G) to be distributive or modular lattice, under an assumption 
that G' is a distributive lattice. I do not know a solution for the general case. 
1. FUNDAMENTAL ALGEBRAIC CONCEPTS AND NOTATIONS 
In the paper, there are used current concepts and theorems from the theory of 
ordered sets. Instead of the term "a partially ordered set" we shall use the term 
"an ordered sef\ For two ordered isomorphic sets X and 7 we shall write X ^ Y, 
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A dually ordered set in respect to an ordered set X will be denoted by X, An ordered 
set {X, ^ ) will be called down-directed if for x, 3; e Z a z G Z exists such that z g x, 
z ^ У-
Let / Ф 0. The Cartesian product X^^iel will be denoted by '^X^{l e I). The symbol 
ЛХ^(^ 6 /) will denote the cardinal product of ordered sets X^, с e I. 
Under a lower (upper) semi-lattice we understand an ordered set in which any 
pair of elements has an infimum (supremum). A complete lower (upper) semi-lattice 
is an ordered set in which any non-void subset has the infimum (supremum). 
Let (S, ^ ) be a semi-lattice (lower or upper) with the least element o. An atom of 
the semi-lattice S is an element a G S such that a Ф 0 and 0 < b ^ a, imphes b = a 
for each b e S, 
A semi-lattice S will be termed atomic if for any element s e 5, s Ф о there exists 
at least one atom a of the semi-lattice S such that a ^ s. 
A semi-lattice S will be called strongly atomic if for 5^, 5 2 ^ 5 , s^ Ф 0 Ф s2 Ф s^ 
there is 0 +• {a \ a S Si, a e A} Ф {a \ a ^ S2, a € A} Ф 0, where A is the set of all 
atoms of the semi-lattice S. 
In this paper, G will stand for a non-empty set ordered by a relation й- ^ < У 
for X, у e G will denote that x < y and z = x or z = j ; for z e G, x ^ z ^ y, 
A(g), g e G, denotes the set {t\teG, t -^ g}. In section 3 and 4, G' = (0) @ G 
holds, where 0 is a symbol different from all elements of the set G and ® denotes 
Birkhoff's ordinal sum ([l]) . Infima and suprema in G' will be, as usual, denoted 
by л , A, V, V. 
2. SYSTEM OF LAYERS ЩО) FOR AN ORDERED SET G 
Definition 2.1. A set M E G has the property (h) (in a set G) if for x e M , > e M, 
X Ф y we have A(x) n A(y) = 0. 
Definition 2.2. 9^(G) is the system of all subsets N of G fulfiUing the following 
axioms: 
(191) N has the property (/i). 
(II 91) iV u (z) fails to have the property (h) for z e G — iV. 
A subset N with the properties mentioned in the definition 2.2 is called a layer of 
the ordered set G. 
2.1. Let M я G have the property (h). Then, there exists at least one layer 
N e 91(G) such that M ^ N, 
Proof. Let us denote the system of all subsets A ^ G possessing the property (h) 
and fulfilling the relation ^ Э M by 3t. If we order the system 2t by means of inclu­
sion, it follows from Zorn's lemma that there exists a maximal element iV € 91. We 
have N e 9l(G) and M ^ N, 
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2.2. 0 ф ЩО), %{G) Ф 0. 
Proof. From the axiom (II 91) it follows that 0 §§ ?l(G). From 2.1 we can get 
ЩО) Ф 0. 
2.3. Ä set M я G fulfils the axiom (II Ш) if and only if to every g e G there exist 
elements m e M and g' e G such that g' ^ g, g' ^ m. 
Proof. Let M ^ G. If the given condition is satisfied, then evidently M fulfils the 
axiom (II Щ, If the set M fulfils the axiom (II Щ and g e G ~~ M, then from the 
axiom (II Щ there follows the existence of an element g' e G and me M with the 
mentioned property. If ^ e M, then we get the mentioned condition for m = g' = g. 
Definition 2.3. For N^ e 9^(G), N2 e 9^(G) we put JV^ ^ N2, if for every n^ 6 N2 
there exists at least one element n^ e iV^ such that Wj ^ ^2-^) 
2.4. The relation ^ is an ordering. 
Proof. Reflexivity and transitivity are evident. Let N^ ^ АГ2, N2 ^ N1 hold for 
iV|, iV2 e ^(G). For П2€М2 there exists n^eN^^ such that n^ ^ «2- Furthermore, 
П2 ^N2 exists such that n^ ^ fî2- From the axiom (I Ш) it then follows that П2 = 
= Hi = ^2- Thus iV2 E ^^1- Similarly it turns out that N^ Ш N2. 
2»5. Let iVi, N2 e %(G), N^ ^ N2. T/ien, for any П2 e N2 exactly one element 
n^ eNi exists such that n^ ^ П2, and for any n\ E N^ at least one element П2 EN2 
such that n[ ^ /12-
Proof. The first part of the assertion follows from the axiom (I Щ. Let n[ G N^. 
By 2.3, П2 e АГ2 and g' e G exist such that g' ^ n[, g' ^ ^2. Since iV^ ^ N2, so 
n^eNi exists such that n* ^ ^2- From the axiom (191) it follows at once that 
n[ — П*; from this the assertion follows. 
2.6. Le^ iVe 91(G), M g G have the property (/z). Lef for any element neN 
at least one element me M exist such that n ^ m. Then M e 91(G), M ^ N, 
Proof. Let ^ G G. By 2.3, g' e G and neN exist such that g ^ g\ n ^ g'. Accord­
ing to the assumption there exists me M, m ^ n. Consequently m ^ g\ g '^ g' and 
by 2.3 we have M e 91(G). Evidently M ^N. 
Example 2.1. Let P ф 0. Let G be the set of all non-void subsets of the set P, 
ordered by means of inclusion. Then 91(G) represents the set of all decompositions 
on P ordered in such a way that the decomposition (P) is the least one. 
)̂ The relation ^ can be introduced in the same way among all subsets of the set G. In this 
case, however, the relation need not be an ordering but is a quasiordering. 
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Example 2.2. Let P Ф 0 be a topological Tj-space (or more generally Cech's 
B-space).^) Let G be the set of all non-void closed sets of the space P ordered by means 
of inclusion. Then 5ft(G) is the set of all closed decompositions on the space P, 
ordered in such a manner that the decomposition (P) is the least one. 
Example 2.3. The ordered set Jf{Q) {^{Q)) of classes of compactifications (relative 
compactiiications) of a non-compact space Q and the set 9l(l{Q)) are isomorphic, 
where l (ß) denotes the set of all proper filters on Q without a cluster point ([3], 2.7). 
2.7. 91(G) possesses the least element if and only if G is a cardinal sum of sets 
with the largest elements. 
The set NQ of all these largest elements is then the least element in 91{G), 
Proof. L The above condition is equivalent to the condition that to any g e G 
there exists a maximal element m e G such that m ^ g and the set of all maximal 
elements of the set G has the property (h). This set of all maximal elements of the set G 
is then the set NQ. 
IL Suppose that NQ is the least element in ЩG). For g e G there exists, by 2.1, 
Ng € ^G), g e Ng. Since NQ ^ Ng, then m e NQ exists such that m ^ Ö'. If m is not 
maximal, then m' e G exists such that m' > m. According to 2.1 iV^. e ЩG), m' e 
eiV„,'. Since NQ ^ iV^., then m'' GNQ exists such that m" ^ m\ From this it follows 
that m" > m; m, m" GNQ, which is a contradiction. Consequently, m is maximal. 
For that reason, for any g eG there exists a maximal element meG such that g ^ m, 
meNQ. Hence, the above condition follows. 
IIL Suppose the above condition is satisfied. Then NQ e 91{G). For N e ЩG), 
ne N there exists meNQ such that n ^ m. Thus NQ ^ N. 
Thereby the assertion is proved. 
2.8. 9 Î (G) has the largest element exactly if for any element geG a minimal 
element m on the set G exists such that m ^ g. 
The largest element of the system ^{G) is then the set of all minimal elements of 
the set G. 
Proof. I. Suppose NQ is the largest element in ЩС). For geG there exists by 2.1 
Nge ЩG), g eNg. Since Ng ^ NQ, by 2.5 there exists at least one element meNQ 
such that g ^ m. If m is not minimal, then m' e G, m' < m. According to 2.1, 
iV„,. e9î(G), m'eNjn'- Since N^'-^NQ, by 2.5 there exists at least one element 
m" eNQ such that m' ^ m". Then m" < m; m", meNQ which is a contradiction. 
m is therefore a minimal element of the set G. 
^) Cech's B~space is a topological space fulfilling the following axioms: 0 = 0, (x) = (x), 
X Ç X, X Ç y=>ZÇ= У ([2]). 
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п . Let us suppose that the above condition is fulfilled. Let us denote NQ the set of 
all minimal elements. Evidently, NQ fulfills the axioms (I 91) and (II 91); consequently 
No e 91(G). Let N e ЩG) and let HQ ENQ - N. Since (HQ) U N fails to have the 
property (h), nEN exists such that n ^ /to- Thus Â o ^ ^ • 
Thus, the assertion is proved. 
Let / Ф 0 and for CEI let N, E 91(G). Put g(Ar„ LEI) = {N\NE 91(G), iV ^ iV, 
for each IEI}. Put A(s) = ПА(5(б)) (^e/) for sG^iV,(^e/) . Denote (5N,{IEI) = 
= {5|5e^iV,(^G/), А(5)Ф0}. 
2.9. Let I Ф 0, N, E 91(G) /or any element i e L Then g(iV„ & e / ) Ф 0 i/ an^i on/y 
i / /o r an arbitrary element g E G, s E S^N{i E /) and g' E G exist such that g' E A[S^ 
and g' ^ g. 
If g(iV„ . G /) Ф 0, then 5<iV„ ^ e /) ^ П^(А(5)) (s E (BN,{i E /)). 
Proof. For the sake of simplicity let us denote '3N^(iEl) = 6 , %{N^, LEI) = %, 
and in the case S Ф 0 let us denote 0 ^ ( ^ ( 5 ) ) {s e (BN,{t E I)) = Ц. 
I. a) For iV e 5? nEN there exists s e S such that n E A{S). Actually n^ E iV̂  exists 
for any CEI such that n ^ n^ (because N Ъ N^), Putting s{i) = n^, we have s e 
e ^N^(i E i) and n e A(s), and consequently s ES. 
b) For 5, s' ES, s Ф s' we have A(s) n A(s') = 0. Actually CQEI exists such that 
s{co) Ф s'(io) ^^^ if ail element x e A(s) n A(s') existed, then x ^ 5(̂ 0)? ^ è ^Xh)' 
This is a contradiction, because s(fco), s'(eo) e N^^. 
IL Assume that for an arbitrary element g E G there exists ŝ  e 6 and ^' e G 
such that g' E A{sg) and g' ^ ^. Then 6 Ф 0. Put (p{f) = \Jf{s) {s E 8 ) for fEj}. 
Then (p{f) g G. 
a) Let / e f j and let x, y E (p{f), x Ф y. Then s ,̂ 5̂  e S exist such that x e/(s^) £ 
g A(sx), y Ef(sy) g А(5з,). If z e G exists such that z й ^, z ^ y, then according to 
Lb Sx = Sy. Then we have z E A^S^) which is a contradiction because/(5^) e 9l(A(s^)) 
and X, y Ef(sx). Thus a set (p(/) fulfils the axiom (I 91). 
b) Let there be / e f | and g E G. According to the assumption, ŝ  e 8 and g' E G 
exist such that g' E A(sg) and g' S. 9- Since g' E A(S^) and f[s^ e 9l(A(s^)), so by 2.3 
there exist 6̂ " e A(5^) and nEf(sg) such that g" ^ g\ g" S п. We have g" E G, 
n E (p{f), g" S n, g" ^ g and according to 2.3 the set cp{f) fulfils the axiom (II 91). 
c) Let / e П- From Il.a and Il.b it foUows that (p{f) e 91(G). Let n E (p(f). Then 
there exists s„ E 6 such that n e/(s„). Since/(5„) g A(s„), then n й s„{f) for any CE I. 
Thus, (p{f) Ъ Ni, for any t e / and therefore (p{f) E g. 
d) Let LgEjl.f^g. Then SQ e 6 exists such that /(so) Ф '̂(^o)- Since /(5) g 
g A(s), g{s) g A(s) for any 5 e 8 , it follows from Lb that (p(f) Ф (р{дУ Consequent­
ly Ф is a one-to-one mapping o f f ] into the set 5-
e) Let iV e g, s G 8 . Let us put f{s) = Nn A{s), The set / (s) possesses evidently 
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the property (h) in A(5). For g e A(s) there exist by 2.3 g' e G and neN such that 
g' ^ g, g' S п. We have g' e A(s) and by I.a and I.b we have also n e A(s). / (s) e 
€9l(A(s)) follows from 2.3. Thus / e f ] and since (p{f) g iV, we have (p{f) = iV 
as a consequence of I.a. 
f) Let f, g ^Y\.^ f = 0' Then for any element s G S we have /(s) ^ ^^(s);conse­
quently (p(/) ^ (p(öf). 
g) Let iV, N' e%, N^ N\ According to Il.e, N n A(s), N' n A(s) G 5R(A(S)) for 
any element s e S . For n' e N' n A(s), (s e 6 ) , n e iV exists such that n' ^ n. From I.a 
and I.b it follows that n e N n A(s). Thus, for s e S we have N n A(s) ^ N' n A(s). 
It follows from Il.e that (p~\N) ^ (p~^(iV'). 
Ф is therefore an isomorphism between the sets Y[ and g. 
III. Let g Ф 0, of e G. Then there exists Ne%,By 2.3 there exist g' еОшапеМ 
such that ^' S g, g' S n. According to La 5̂  e 6 exists such that n e A(s^). Since we 
have g' e A{sg), the mentioned condition is satisfied. 
Thus the assertion is proved. 
2.10. Let I Ф Ф. Ä set {iV ,̂ tel}, iV̂  e ЩС) has a supremum if and only if 
( l ) / o r an arbitrary element geG there exist 5^eSN^(tG/) and g'eO such 
that g' G A(s^) and g' ^ g, 
(2) for any element s e SN^{tel) the set 3^(A(s)) has the least element. 
Then suph\(tel) = \JM(s){s e(5N^{tel)), where M(s) is the least element of 
the set 9l(A(s)) which is equal to the set of all maximal elements of the set A(s). 
Proof. I. Conditions (l) and (2) are equivalent to the statement saying that the 
set {N ,̂ i G /} has a supremum (by 2.9 and due to the fact that the cardinal product of 
ordered sets possesses the least element if and only if each of its factors has the least 
element). 
IL Let there exist sup {N^, eel]. Then according to 2.9 the set ]J[9l(A(s)) (5 G 
G (BN^(tel)) has the least element M. If (p is an isomorphism described in II, proof 
2.9, then sup {N,, tel} = (р{М) = [JM{s) (s G (ZN,{tel)). The set M{s) is the least 
element of the set 9^(A(s)) and by 2.7 it is equal to the set of all maximal elements of 
the set A(s). 
For iVi, N2 e m{G), iVi » N2 will denote that N^ > N2 and, for N e ЩС), N^ ^ 
^ iV ^ N2, we have either N = N^ or N = N2^ 
2.11. Let N1 e 91(G). Then the following assertions are equivalnent: 
(A) N2 G ^(G) and iVi » N2, 
(B) N2 = (Ni — A(xo)) u (xo), where the element XQe G — N^ has these proper­
ties: 
(a) A(xo) nN,e 9l(A(xo)), i. 
(ß) A(x) пМ,ф Ш{А{х)) for xeG ~N^, X <Xo. 
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Proof. I. Let yeG, N2= (N^ - A{y)) u (3;), geG - N2. We shall show that 
in this case N2 ь» (g) fails to have the property (/i). 
According to 2.3 there exist g' e G and n e N such that g '^ g\n ^ g'. If n ф A(y), 
then (g) u N2 fails to have the property (h). If n e A(y) then ^' ^ y; consequently 
[g) u N2 also fails to have the property (h), 
IL Let -̂2 e ^G\ N^ ^ N2, У ^N2. Then iV - (ATi - A(j;)) u (y) e ^{G) and 
we have N^^N ^ N2. 
Actually, the set N fulfils, according to I, the axiom (II Щ. If a, b e N, a ф b and 
a Ф V Ф b, then a, b eiVj, and therefore A(a) n A(b) = 0. If a eiV and a Ф y, 
then a eN^ — A{y) and there exists a/ e N2 such that a' ^ a. Evidently a' ф 3; and 
consequently A(a') n A(y) = 0; from this it follows that A(a) n A(j;) = 0. Thus the 
set N fulfils the axiom (I Щ. Hence, N e m(G). Evidently М^ЪМЪ N2^ 
III. Let 3; G G, A(y) n iVi e ЩА{у)), N2 == {N^ - А(з;)) u {y). Then N2 e 91(G) 
and we have N2 "^ N^. 
Inded, the set N2 fulfils, by I, the axiom (II Щ. If a, b e N2, a ф b and a Ф у Ф b, 
then a,b eNi, thus A(a) n A(b) = 0. If a e AT and a Ф 3;, then aeN^ — A[y). If 
there exists с e A{a) n A(y), then according to 2.3 there exist d e A{y) and n e 
G А(з;) n iVi such that d S c, d ^ n{A{y) nN^e ^(А(з;))). Then J ^ a, d ^ n, 
a, n GAT ,̂ a Ф И which is a contradiction. Consequently, N2 fulfils the axiom (I Ш); 
thus N2 G 9 (̂G). Evidently N2 ^ N^. 
IV. Let iV2 = {N1 — A{y)) u (3;) G 51(G) where 3; G G. We are going to show that 
then А(з;) nN^e ЩА{у)У 
The set А(з;) n N^ has the property (h) in G; consequently it possesses the 
property (/г) even in the set A(>'). Thus the axiom (I Щ is valid. For geG there exists, 
by 2.3, g' E G and neNi such that g' ^ g, g' -^ n. If g e A{y) then g' e A{y) and, 
since N2 G 91(G), we have и G А(З;). Then n e A{y) n Ni and from 2.3 it follows that 
the set А(з;) nN^e 91(А(з;)). 
V. Let (A) hold. According to II, N2 = (iV̂  — A(xo)) u (XQ) where XQ G N2 -- N^, 
According to IV, the element XQ fulfils the condition (a). If x ^ XQ, x §̂  N^ and A(x) n 
nN^e ЩА{х)), then by III, N = {Ni-- A(x)) u (x) G ^G) and we have N <Ni. 
Since,TV ^ N2, then N = N2, and consequently x = XQ. Thus (B) holds. 
VI. Let (B) be vahd. By III we have N2 e ЩG) and N2 < N^. Let N G 'Ü{G), 
N2 < N -^ Ni. For XEN — A(xo) we have x GN^. Suppose XEN n A(xo). Then 
X < XQ. According to II, N' = {N^ — A(x)) u (x) G 91(G) and according to IV we 
have A(x) n N^E 9l(A(x)). From the definition of the property (ß) XEN^ follows. 
Thus N cz N1 and N = N^ follows from the axiom (II 91) which means that N2 < N^. 
Hence, the assertion is proved. 
Definition 2.4. r(G) = sup card N{N G 91(G)). 
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2.12. (a) 1 ^ r(G) й card G. 
(b) The following assertions are equivalent: 
(A) G is down-directed, 
(B) r(G) ^ 
(C) G ^ ^Л(G). 
Proof. The assertion (a) follows from 2.2. Evidently the assertion (A) imphes (B) 
and (C) follows from the asertion (В). 
Suppose that G ^ 51(G) and denote c/> the corresponding isomorphism G on Ш(G). 
Let a, b e G, a Ф b and let g e G. By 2.3, n^ e (p{a), g' e G exist such that g' ^ n^, 
g' ^ 0̂ . According to 2.3, njj E (p{b), g" e G exist such that g" ^ g\ g" ^ щ. Let us 
put s^(a) = Пд, s^(b) = П5. Then Sg e cp(a) x (p{b\ g" e A(5^), ^" ^ é̂ . According to 
2.9, N G 9'1(G) exists such that N ^ <p(a), iV Ъ. (p{b). Since ç? is an isomorphism G on 
?l(G), then (p~^{N) e G, (p~''^{N) й a, (р~\^) й b are valid; consequently (A) holds. 
3. SYSTEM OF LAYERS m{G) FOR A SEMI-LATTICE G' 
3.1. Let G' ^) be a lower semi-lattice. Then 9^(G) is an upper semi-lattice. For 
iVi, N2 e 91(G) we /zafe sup {N^, N2) = U('^i ^ ^2) ('^i ^ ^1? ^2 ^ ^2? n^ л ^2 > о). 
Proof. Let N1, N2 G ЩG). According to 2.3, g' e G and n^ e N^ exist for an arbi­
trary element g e G such that g' S g, g' й ^i- Ву 2.3, Ö''' G G and П2 G iV2 exist such 
that g'' ^ g\ g" ^ /?2. Let us put 5^1) = /Î^, 5 (̂2) = П2. Then SgEN^ x N2, 0^''G 
G A(5,), g'^ й д. 
Let S ENI X N2, A(s) Ф 0. Then s(l) л ^(2) is the largest element of the set A(s) 
and, according to 2.7, the set (5(1) л 5(2)) is the least element of the set 5^(A(s)). 
From 2.10 the mentioned assertion follows. 
3.2. Let G' be an atomic complete lower semi-lattice. Then yi{(j) is a complete 
upper semi-lattice. For / ф 0, N^E%{G){iEÏ) we have supN^{lEÏ) = \J{A^L{^^ 
El)){n,EN„An,{iel)>o). 
Proof. Let I Ф 0, iVi G yi{G) for LEL Let g E G. Then an atom a G G' exists such 
that a ^ g. Since a is a minimal element of the set G, then, by 2.3, for any i E / there 
exists H^EN^ such that n^ ^ a. Let us put 5̂ (1) = n^. Then SgESNt{iEl) and we 
have a G A(s^), a ^ g. 
Let s G SNi(t E / ) , n^ == s(/'.) for i E L Then the element n = Ani(t G J ) is the largest 
element of the set A(s). According to 2.7 and 2.10 we have sup N^[t E I) and sup N^(i E 
e /) = и(Л".(^ e /)) (^, G iV„ A«,(. G /) > 0). 
3) G' = (о) ф G, where о is some symbol different from all elements of the set G and 
denotes Birkhoff's ordinal operation of addition (see [1]). 
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Remark. The assumption on atomicity cannot be omitted in the assumptions of the 
assertion 3.2. If, namely, 91(G) is a complete upper semi-lattice, then it possesses the 
largest element and from 2.8 it follows that G' is atomic. 
Definition 3.1. Let M я G, Let us put agb for a, b e M if there exist an integer n 
and x^eM, ẑ  e G for 1 й i й n such that ẑ  ^ x ,̂ ẑ  ^ л:|+1, where x^ = a, 
x„+i = b. The relation Q is an equivalence. The decomposition on the set M cor­
responding to this equivalence will be called the ^-decomposition on the set M. If G 
is an upper semi-lattice and card M < KQ, the set Q(M) will stand for the set 
[j{\/m(m e R)} (R e M), where ^ stands for the system of all classes of the ^-decom­
position on M. (For M = 0 we have ^(0) = 0). For an integer n we define recurrently 
QXM) - Q{Q^_^{M% where QO{M) = M. 
3.3. Let G be an upper semi-lattice; iV ,̂ N2 e ^(G), cardiV^ -Ь cardiV2 < KQ. 
Then there exists a non-negative integer I such that Qi{Ni u N2) ~ inf (iVj, iV2). 
Proof. Put M = iVi u N2. In the case that the set Qk(M) fails to have the property 
(h) for a nonnegative integer /c, then we have card öfe(M) > card^fc+i(M). Hence, 
from this it follows that a nonnegative integer / exists such that QI{M) has the property 
(/г). From 2.6 it follows that QI{M) e ^G), QI{M) ̂  N^ QI{M) ^ N2. 
Let N e ЩG), N ^ iV ,̂ N ^ N2, r e QI{M). Let us put for a nonnegative integer n, 
Qn{M) П A(r) = M„. For any x e M„{n nonnegative integer), у eN exists such that 
X ^ y. For, if this were not the case, then the least nonnegative integer m existed 
such that this assertion would fails to hold. Since N ^ N^, N ^ N2, we have m > 0. 
Let X e M^. Then x = V^(^ ^ ^x) where T^ is a class of the ^-decomposition of the 
set Qrn~i{^ which is also a class of the ^-decomposition of the set M^_i . According 
to the assumption, for any teT^, there exists, notwithstanding, y^eiV such that 
y^ ^ t. Evidently for t, t' e Ту. we have y^ = y^'. Thus, y^ ^ ^ for any f e T^ which 
is a contradiction. 
Thus, XQ e AT exists such that XQ ^ r . Consequently iV ^ ^^(M) from which ^/(M) = 
= inf (iVi, ^2) follows. 
3.4. Let Mi ,M2 E Ĉ  ^^^^ ^^^ property (h) in G and let T be a class of the 
Q-decomposition of the set M^ u M2. Then card T ^ î(G) 4- L 
Proof. Let tQ e T, For t e Tthere exists an integer n > 0 such that we have Г,- 6 T, 
XiE G for 1 S. i й n and Xi ^ ^^_1, x̂  g t̂ , where r„ = t. Let us denote à(t) such 
a least integer n for t Ф tg, and for t = tg let us put d(^) = 0. 
Let teT- (to). Then the set {f \t' GT, d{f) = d{t) - 1, g e G exists such that 
g й t\ g й t} is nonempty. Let us choose some element a(^) from this set. The set 
{g \g e G, g ^ a(f), g й t} is nonempty and let us choose some element b{t) (~ba{t)) 
from this set and put В = b^(T - (tÔ)) (= {Цх) | x e T - (^o)}). 
Put (p(fi, 2̂) = 1 for t^, Г2 e Ml u M2 if t^, t2 e M^ or t^, 2̂ еМ2, ç)(^, ^2) = -l 
in the opposite case. 
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Since the sets M^, M2 have the property (h) in G we have {y \y ^ b{t)} n T = 
= {a(f), t} for teT- (to), and r/)(a(r), r) = - 1 . Hence, it follows that for a{t) Ф t^ 
we have (р(а[а(г)], )̂ == 1; consequently b[a(r)] Ф b(r), because a[a(^)] + t. Thus, 
b is a one-to-one mapping of the set T — {ÎQ) on B. 
If there existed different elements t^, t2e T — (ÎQ) and g e G such that ^̂  ^ b(ri), 
^ ^ b(f2), then we should have g S t^, g S ti^ 9 й a(^i)> Q й ^{h) from whence 
<p{h^ h) = "•!• Since <p(a(^i), r^) = (p(a(̂ 2)5 2̂) = —1? we have ф(а(^2)? ^i) = 
= ^(a(fi), 2̂) = 1; from this t^ = ^(^2), 2̂ = K^i) follows. Thus t^ = ^[^(^i)] 
which is a contradiction. Thus, the set В has the property (h) and consequently 
card Б ^ r(G); from this, furthermore, the inequahty card T ^ r(G) + 1 follows. 
4. SYSTEM OF LAYERS 91(G) FOR A DISTRIBUTIVE LATTICE G' 
In this Section G' ^) is a distributive lattice. 
4.1. Let iV G ?l(G), a, b eN. Then for c^avb, ceNwe have either с ^ a or 
c = b. 
Proof. If a Ф с Ф b, then aAC = bAC==o. Thus с = с л (a v b) = 
= (c л a) V (c л b) = o, which is a contradiction. 
4.2. Let N1 6 ?l(G). Т/геп, the following assertions are equivalent: 
(A) iV2 e n{G), N2 « iVi, 
(B) N2 = (A î - {a, b}) u{a V b) where a, Ь GiV^, a Ф Ь or N2 = {N^ - (c)) u 
u (d) where deG, d^ c, ceN^ and (c) G 91 (A(J ) ) . 
Proof . I. Let (B) be valid. If N2 = {N^ - (c)) u (d), where deG, d> c, CEN^, 
(c) G 9l(A(J)), then A(J) nN^^ = (c) and for x G G ~ iV ,̂ x < (i we have A(x) n 
nN^ =^ 0. According to 2.2 we have A(x) n iV^ ^ 9^(A(x)) and from 2.11 iV2 G 91(G), 
N2 < iVi follows. 
Let us suppose that N2 = {N^ — {a, b}) u (XQ) where a, Ь GAT^, a 4= b, XQ = 
= a V b. Since a ф b, we have XQEG — N^. According to 4.1, A(xo) n iV^ = 
= {a, b}. If there exists с e A{XQ) such that the set {a, b, c} has the property (h) in 
the set A(xo), then it has the property (h) in the set G as well, and by 2.1, Л̂  G 9^(G), 
N ^ [a, b, c} exists. According to 4.1 we have с = a or с = b. Thus, A(xo) n AT̂  G 
e9l(A(xo)). 
Let X e G ~ N^, x < XQ, Then we have A(x) n AT̂  g A(xo) n N^ = {a, b}. 
Having A(x) nNi=0, then, by 2.2, A(x) пМ,ф ?l(A(x)). If A(x) nN^^ {a, b}, 
then XQ = a V Ь ;^ X which is a contradiction with the supposition. If A(x) n N^ = 
= (a), then X = Xo л X = (a V b) л X = (a A x) V (b л x) = a V (b л x). In 
the case of validity of b A x = 0 we would have x = a e N^, which is a contradiction 
with the assumption. Consequently b л x > 0. As a л b = 0, the set {a, b л x} E 
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g A(x) is two-element and has the property (h) in A(x). Thus, (a) ф 9l(A(x)). If 
A(x) n N^ = (b), then it can be shown, in the same way, that (b) ф ЩА^х)). Con­
sequently A(x) n М^ф 9I(A(x)). 
The assertion (A) follows from 2.11. 
II. Let (A) hold. By 2Л1 XQ e G - N^ exists such that N2 = {N^ ~ A(xo)) u (XQ). 
If A(xo) n N1 3 {a, b}, where a Ф b, then according to I we have N = (N^ --
- {a, b}) u {a V b) e ?l(G), N <N^. Since a v Ь ^ XQ, then iV Ъ N2, Thus 
If A(xo) n Nj^ = (c), then by 2.11 (c) e 9^(A(xo)). For x G G, с < x < XQ we have 
according to 2.11, (c) = A(x) n М^ф 9^(A(x)); thus у e A(x) exists such that у A с = 
= 0. As 3; e A(xo) is valid, too, (c) ^ ?l(A(xo)) which is a contradiction. Thus Xo > с 
Since iV2 ^ iVi, we have, according to 2.5, A(xo) n iVi = 0, consequently (B) holds, 
4.3. For 1 g i ^ 4 let be М^еЩС), sup{N2,N^) = N^, mf{N2,N^) = N^, 
Ni > N2. Then ]Уз > N^., 
Proof. I. Let N2 = {N^ - {a, b}) u (c) where a, beN^, a ^ b, с == a v b. 
Since iVj ^ ]Уз, d, eeN^ exist such that J ^ a, e ^ b. If б? = e, then с -^ d, and 
consequently, iV2 ^ N^, which is impossible. Thus d Ф e. 
Let us put iV = (]Уз ~ {J, e}) и (d v e). According to 4.2 we have N e 5n(G). 
N < iVj. We have с A {d у e) = [c A d) w {c A e)'^ a У b = c, thus с ^ d v e. 
From this it follows that N -^N2. 
IL Let N2 = (iVi ~ (c)) u (J), where d e G, d > c, ceN^ and (c) e m{A{d)). 
Since N^ -^Nj^, e E N2 exists such that e ^ c. I f / e A(<i v e)f A e = о exists, we 
have f rom/ v d ^ d v e,f v d = (f v d) A (d v e) = (f A d) v d v (f A e) v 
у [d A è) = d\ thus f й d. Since (c) e 5^(A(J)), there exists, according to 2.3, ^ ' e 
e A(<i), 0̂ ' Ф 0 such that g' ^ c, g' ^ f. Then g' ^ eas well, which is a contradiction 
to / л e = 0. Consequently (e) e 9l(A(J v e)). 
Let X G G , e :^ X ^ d V e. Then c ^ < i A e ^ t f A x g d A ( r f v e ) = rf. As 
J |> c, we have either с = (i л x or J = J л x. If с = J л x, then e = с v e = 
= (d A x) V e = {e V d) A (e V x) = (e V d) A X = X. If d = d A x, we have 
X ^ J; thus X ^ d V e, from whence x = d v e follows. If e = d v e, then d ^ e 
and consequently iV2 ^ А/'з- Then sup {N2, iVg) = N2 "¥ N^ which is a contradiction. 
Thus e < d V e, and consequently e <^ d v e. 
According to 4.2, N = {N-^ - (e)) u{e v d)e 91(G), N ^N^^ Evidently we have 
N ^ N2, too. 
III. By 4.2, I and II, N e 91{G}, N « N^ and N ^N2 exists. From this N^N4. 
follows and consequently N = N4. ox N4^ = N^. If N^ = N^, then N2 Ъ N^, and 
consequently iV^ = iV2, which is impossible. Thus N^^^N^. 
The assertion is proved. 
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4.4. Let M = [m | m G G, m not being the largest element in G, m A x > о 
for every element x e G]. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(A) For any set iVe^Jl(G) which is not the least element in ^l(G), there exists 
iV' e n{G) such that N' « N, 
( B ) For any element m e M, m' e G exists such that m' > m. 
Proof. I. Let (A) hold and let m e M. Then (m) e '^{G) and, according to 2.7, (m) 
is not the least element in ^{G), For this reason N' e ^(G), N' < (m) exists. From 
4.2 it follows that N' = (m'), where m' e G, m' ^ m. 
II. Let (B) hold and let N e 5^(G), N not being the least element in 5^(G). If card N ^ 
à 2, then by 4.2, iV' e ЩG), N' -€ N exist. If card N = 1, then iV = (m), where 
m e M, according to 2.7. Thus m' e G, m' ^ m exists. From 4.2 it follows that (m') e 
G 5^(G), (mO « (m). 
4.5» For ]У1,^2е^Ж^). cardiV^ + card N2 < Ко we have Q{N^ U N2) G 9^(G), 
e(iVi u N2) = inf (N1, N2). FTe have \/k{k G K) Ф V^V^' ^ ^') f^^ different classes 
K, K' of the Q~decomposition of the set N^ и N2^ 
Proof. If K, K' are two different classes of the ^-decomposition of the set N^ u N2, 
then \/k{k GK) A \fk'{k' e K') = 0, because we have к A k' = о ïox к e K, k' e K\ 
Consequently, Q[N^^ U ^2) ^^^ the property (/i) in G and the first assertion follows 
from 3.3. 
4.6. Let Nien{G) for 1 ^ f ^ 4, N^ = sup (iV2, N3), N^ = mf{N2,N^\ 
card N2 + card N^ < Kg. Then we have v̂  == V2 л Vj, V4 = V2 v V3, where v^ = 
= Vn(?^ e iVi) / o r 1 ^ i ^ 4. 
Proof. From 3.1 Vx = V2 л V3 follows. Given ?Z2^^2? n^^eN^, exist such that 
П2 ̂  П4.. From this it follows that V4 ^ V2. In the same way, it turns out that V4 ^ V3. 
From 2.6 it follows that (v2 v V3) G S^I(G) and (v2 v V3) ^ N2, {^2 v V3) ^ N-^. 
Thus (v2 V V3) ^ iV4 from which V2 v V3 ^ V4 follows. Consequently V4 = V2 v V3. 
4.7. S^(G) is a distributive lattice if and only if r(G) ^ 2; 5^(G) is a modular 
lattice if and only if'x{G) й 3. 
Proof. L Let r(G) S 2. According to 3.1 and 3.3, ^G) is a lattice. Let Ä, B, С e 
€ 9^(G), 5i - sup {A, inf (Б, C)}, S2 = inf {sup {A, B), sup {A, C)}. For proving 
that 91(G) is a distributive lattice it is sufficient to show that S^ Ъ S2> 
According to 4.5 we have S2 = ^(sup (A, B) u sup (A, C)). Let n e S^. Then, 
by 3.1, we have n = a A d, where a e A, de'mf{B, C). According to 4.5, d =•-
= \/t{t G T), where T is a class of the ^-decomposition of the set Б u С By 3.4 we 
have card Г ^ 3. From 2.3 it follows that Т г и В Ф 0 Ф ТглС. Thus we can assume 
that T = {bi, b2, c}, where fej, 6 2 ^ ^ and ceC. Consequently n = {a л b^) v 
V (a л 62) V (a л c) > o. 
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a) Let a A by = a A b2 ~ 0. Then n = a A С G sup (Л, С), according to 3.1. 
Consequently, n' e S2 exists such that n' ^ n. 
b) Let us assume that a A bi > 0. 
a) Let a A с = o. If a A bi ^ a A b2, then n = a л byE sup (A, B) according 
to 3.L Consequently, n' e S2 exists such that n' ^ n. If a л Ь^ non ^ a л ^2, 
then a A b2 > 0 and (a A by) A [a A ^2) = 0, because b^ Ф 62 and consequently, 
by A b2 = o. By 2.3, a' e A exists such that a' л с > о. Hence it follows that the 
set {a A by, a л b2, a' л с} ^ G is a three element set and possesses the property 
(h) in G which is a contradiction. 
j5) Let a A с > o. Since b^ and с belong to the same class Г — [by, ^2, c} of the 
^-decomposition of the set Б u С and by = 62 or by A b2 = 0, we have b^ л с > о. 
lïaAbyAc = о, then according to 2,3, there exists a'G Л suchthat a' A b^ A с > 
> о. Evidently а ф а', thus а А а' = о. Then the set {а л Ь^, а А с, а' л с} е G 
is а three element one and has the property Qi) in G which is a contradiction. Thus 
a A by A с > 0. From this it follows that a A by, a A с belong to the same class 
of the ^-decomposition of the set sup (A, B) u sup (Л, С), because by 3.1 we have 
a A byE sup (У4, В), a A с E sup (A, C). Consequently, n' E S2 exists such that 
7t' ^ a A by, n' '^ a A c. 
И a A b2 > 0, then it can be shown in the same way that n" G S2 exists such that 
rt" ^ a л ^2, n' ^ a A c. Since n' ^ a л с, п'' ^ a л с, we have n' = ?i''; thus 
n й ^'• 
If a л b2 = o, then n = (a л Ь^) v (a л с) ^ n\ 
In this way it has been shown that S^^ 82-
II. Let r(G) ^ 3. Let us assume that N^ E ЩС), 1 ^ Î ^ 5 exist such that 
Ny>N,>N^>Ns,sup{N2.N^) = sup{N2,N^)==Ny,mf{N2,N,) = mf{N2,N^) = 
= Ns> Let us put Ni = {nj, П2, П3}, where n^, П2, n^ E G, 1 ^ i ^ 5. We can 
suppose that nj ^ nj ^ tij, ^] ^ ?t] ^ n̂  g n? for 1 ^ j ^ 3. Let us put 
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(J. =z Y fij for 1 ^ z ^ 5. According to 4.6 we have (J2 л (J3 = сг2 л 0-4 = о-̂ , 
(j^ V (J3 = (72 V (J4 = 0-5. Furthermore a^, = a^ A a^ = a^. A [a2 v 0-3) == (0Г4 л 
л (72) V (0-4 л СГз) = СГ̂  V 0*3 = СТ^- T h u S СГ4 = (73. 
Let card N4. ^ 2. Since iVs >- N^,, we can suppose that nl < n"^, ^t + ^2- If 
^1 + ^3 ' we have ^1 == «^ л {ni v П2 v П3) = п^ л (74 = nt, which is a contradic­
tion. Thus Jii == П3. From this nf = nl follows. If nl == n\, then n\ = nt ^ (^1 ^ 
V Я3 V И2) = n\ л (74 = n^, which is a contradiction. Consequently n\ Ф n^. 
According to 3.1, n\ ~ n\ A n[ and n\ — n\ A n\. If it were n\ = n\, then nj = 
72? л nX = ?î 3, which is impossible because n\ ^ n\^ n\ g ^3 and n\ Ф 3 / \ /^3 — fi^3, wiiiv/11 lo lAiipi^^öiuiv^ UK^uo-tiûv^ liy -^ '»̂ 1> '*3 == '^3 ctiî J- /tji -}- /13. 
Consequently /tj Ф п^. Since n^ = /Î3 Ф «2? we get n\ non ^ «2, nl non ^ n] and 
n\ A n\ = n\ A nl = o. According to 3.1, nl A n] = 0 or nl A n] ENI for 
1 g fc, Z ̂  3. Thus, n\ A nl = n\ A nl = nl A nl ^ nl A nl == nf A nl = nl A 
A nl = 0 and nl A nf > 0 holds if and only if nl = nl (i = 1, 2, 3), and n] л 
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A ni > о if and only if nl ~ nj {j = 1, 3). From this it is easy to see that the sets 
[nl, Wj} and {nl, nl} he in different classes T^ and T3 of the ^-decomposition of the 
set N2 u АГ3. According to 4.5, nl = \/t{t e T^) Ф V (̂̂  ̂  ^3) = з̂> which is a con­
tradiction. 
Consequently, card N4 = 1, so that n̂  =z n'^ = n^ = СГ4, nl = nl = nl = 0-5. 
Since (J4 = 0-3, we have cardiVa ^ 2. We can suppose that nl ^ nl Ф nl. Then 
^2 Ф "1 Ф '̂ з is valid. According to 3.1, nl A a^. = nl, nl A a^. ~ n\ and nl л 
л (74 = Пз- Thus ni Ф ?2i Ф Пз- Consequently ni А п] = о or ŵ  л nf eN^ 
holds for 1 ^ ^, 1 ^ 3 by 3.L From this it is easy to see that the sets [nl, nl] and 
[nl, nl] lie in different classes T̂  and T2 of the ^-decomposition of the set N2 u N3. 
According to 4.5, n\ = V (̂̂  ̂  ^1) + VK^ ^ ^2) = ^l which is a contradiction. 
From this, from 3.1 and 3.3, it follows that 5R(G) is a modular lattice. 
III. Let r(G) ^ 3, Then there exists a set N^ e 5̂ (G) which contains mutually 
different elements a, b, c. Let us put N2 = (N^ — {a, b]) u (a v b), N3 = [N^ — 
- [a, c]) u (a V c),N4, = {N^ - [b, c]) u (fe v c),iV5 = (N4 - [a, b v c]) u (a v 
V fo V c). By 4.2, Ni e m{G) for 2 ^ i ^ 5. Evidently, N5 ^ N^, N5 ^ N3. Let 
N ^ iV2, Â  ^ АГ3. Then n^, ^2 eiV exist such that n^ "^ a v b, П2 ^ a v с Since 
^1 è ß,?^2 = a, we have n^ = «2̂  from which n^ "^ a v b v с follows; consequent­
ly, N -^N5 which means that N5 = inf {N2, N^). From 3.1 we get that sup (N2, N^) = 
= sup (N3, N"4) = N^. Since N4. ^ N5, we have sup {Л''4, inf (iV2, N^)] = N4, whereas 
inf {sup {N2, N4), sup (N3, N4)] = Nl. Consequently, 9t{G) fails to be a distributive 
lattice. 
IV. Let r(G) ^ 4. Then there exists a set N^ e 91{G) which contains mutually 
different elements a, b, c, d. Let us put Â2 == {^1 ~ {^^ b]) u (a v b), N^ = 
= (N2 ~~ {c, d]) u (c V d), N4^ =-- (Л/1 - [a, c]) u (a V c), N5 = (N4 - [b, d]) u 
u (b V J), iVg = (iV3 ~ [a V b, с V d]) и {a V b V с V d) = (N^ — {a, b, c, d]) и 
(a V b V с V d). By 4.2, Ni e Ш{6) for 2 ^ / ^ 6, and evidently, iV̂  ^ N2, N^ ^ 
^ N 5 . Let N-^N2, N-^N^. Then n^, И2»'^з^^ exist such that n^ "^ a v b, 
П2 '^ a V c, n^ ^ b V d. Since fẑ  ^ a, n̂  ^ b, П2 ^ a, П3 ^ b, we have n^ = 
= П2 — П3, from whence n^^aybvcvd follows; consequently, iV ̂  A/̂ ,̂ 
which means that N^ = inf (N2? ^5)- According to 3.1, sup(Ar3, iVs) = N^. We 
have iVi ^ iV2 > ^3 ^ -^6- As sup {N3, iaf (iV2, N5)} = Д̂ з ф А̂ з = inf (sup (N3, 
iVs), АГз}, 51(G) is not a modular lattice. 
Thus the assertion is proved. 
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Remark. If G is the set of all non-void subsets of a set P Ф 0 ordered by means of 
inclusion (see example 2.1), then the assertion 4.7 is known and can be proved without 
difficulties. 
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